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MEETING A SPECTRUM OF NEEDS
PUP: branded; peer-reviewed; books/journals aligned with Purdue mission; discipline-focused
SPS: “white labeled”; less formal; e.g., tech reports, conferences; institution-focused
TWO IMPRINTS, ONE STAFF, SHARED INFRASTRUCTURE
3
“The publishing division of Purdue Libraries enhances the impact of Purdue scholarship by 
developing information products aligned with the University’s strengths.”
VIRTUAL & PRINTED SPACES





BUILDING ON PURDUE UNIVERSITY STRENGTHS
BEYOND THE BOOK 
OPEN ACCESS EXPERIMENTATION
BEYOND THE BOOK 2 
ENRICHED ELECTRONIC VERSIONS
http://dx.doi.org/10.5703/1288284315197
BEYOND THE BOOK 3
COLLABORATIONS WITH ARCHIVES / SPECIAL COLLECTONS
http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/sps_ebooks/8/
JOURNALS: USER PAYS
ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTION: JSTOR AS WELL AS MUSE
JOURNALS: GOLD OA 
GENERAL PATTERN OF STEADY INCREASE IN USAGE
JOURNALS: GOLD OA
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SCHOLARLY PUBLISHING SERVICES
BETTER DEFINED MODELS: NICHE JOURNALS AND CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS
SCHOLARLY PUBLISHING SERVICES
BETTER DEFINED MODELS: Technical Reports and Research Data
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